
• COOL is by design not cache-friendly

• Payloads are not uniquely addressed

• Problem for large-scale computing

• Frontier addressed the problem very well, providing a 
scalable caching solution built on RESTful interfaces

• Solution successfully tackles Run 2 challenges of LHC 
(and other) experiments

• Can we share more conditions data management 
solutions?

• Conditions Data are non-event data needed for optimal 
processing of event data

• Examples include calibrations, dead channel maps, 
subsets of configurations and more

• Typically stored in a relational DB

• Typically starting with subsystem-specific calibrations and 
hence often heterogeneous

• COOL (LCG Conditions DB) provides a multi-faceted 
interface to these data for experiments

• The HSF Conditions DB working group converged on a 
management model for conditions data

• Exposing simple RESTful interfaces to clients, building on 
good experience with Frontier

• Client-server Java applications using industry-standard 
components

• Data Model uses relational DB to achieve cacheable 
queries by design, payloads uniquely identified by a hash

• Global tag to organise different subsystems with little or 
no time-correlation to conditions

• Git and filesystem approaches also work for simpler data

throughout the world.  Recent usage statistics show an average of about 250 job starts per minute 
making 500,000 requests/minute and loading a total of 500MB/second, but on the 3 central gateway 
Squids there are only 6,500 requests/minute and 0.7MB/second.  That is a factor of 77 improvement 
on requests and 715 on bandwidth.    The load on the origin servers is another factor of 2 better in  
requests per second and a factor of 3 better in bandwidth.

Figure 1:  CMS Offline Conditions deployment architecture

The CMS Online case in Figure 2 has different requirements.  It has 1400 worker nodes that it loads  
simultaneously with the same data.  They all have to be loaded very quickly because during that time 
the expensive detector cannot record particle collisions.  In addition to the gateway Squids co-hosted 
with the two origin servers (two machines for reliability, not load), there is a proxy Squid on every 
worker node.   Each worker node feeds four others in a nested fashion so all the nodes are loaded in  
parallel without  heavily loading any single network link (there are backup nodes configured in case 
some of them fail).   The roughly 100MB of data is loaded to all nodes in under 30 seconds.  The  
cache is set to expire in 30 seconds, so every time the data is loaded it is guaranteed to be up to date.  
Most of the time a majority of the data doesn't change, so very little needs to be transferred between 
squids other than cache re-validations, but even if all the data is reloaded it is very fast because of the  
parallel links.

Figure 2:  CMS Online Conditions deployment architecture
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Conditions @ REST

• Crest is a cross-experiment initiative

• Built on years of experience

• Crest is the only* conditions data management system 
that is pro-cache by design!

• When will your experiment start using Crest ?

* This statement may be an alternative fact


